Our line of imported glass mosaic tiles includes many vibrant colors! The 3/4” (20mm) square x 1/8” thick tiles are easily cut with our mosaic cutter or regular glass cutters. The glass tiles have beveled edges on the back, allowing them to conform to curved surfaces. They are sold in 13” x 13” sheets of 225 tiles of one color. Perfect for stepping stones, flower pots, tabletops, picture frames, counter tops, wall designs – most anything you want to decorate with fabulous color!

**NOTE:** Please order by tile number as some names are very similar.

**Mosaic Glass Tiles**

**Tiny tiles. 3/8” (10 mm) square glass mosaic tiles need little, if any, cutting to complete most mosaic projects! Perfect size for glass mosaic coasters! Use by themselves or as tiny color accents combined with the larger 3/4” sq. tiles. Sold in 8 oz. bags containing approximately 270 tiles.**

**3/8” Mosaic Tile Color Chart**

Colors approximate due to printing

**Actual Tile Size**

- MA102 Burnt Red
- MA103 Orange
- MA104 Sunburst
- MA105 Yellow
- MA109 Mocha
- MB108 Emerald
- MB111 Beige
- MB112 Gold
- MB114 Lavender
- MB115 Lt. Lavender
- MB116 Cream
- MB117 White
- MB118 Light Gray
- MB120 Black
- MB121 Light Blue
- MB122 Royal Blue
- MB123 Cobalt Blue
- MB124 Aqua Blue
- MB125 Mint Green
- MB126 Sea Green
- MB127 Dark Green
- MB128 Grass Green
- MB129 Dark Brown
- MB130 Lime Green

**Price Code**

Bag 6/Bags

| MA | $7.95 | 7.15 |
| MB | $5.95 | 5.35 |

**Mix & Match 6 Bags for Quantity Discount!**

**3/8” Mosaic Glass Tile Assortment!**

Over 1,500 tiny tiles in a random rainbow explosion of color! 3 pound assortment! #MS619..................................................39.95

**Tumbled Stained Glass**

Thumbnail size pieces of stained glass in assorted colors, with a tumbled satin finish and safe, smooth edges for mosaics, potpourri, etc. 12 oz. bag

#TSG .................. 6.95 ............. 5.90 (6/ea.)

**Squiggles**

1” to 2” long fun abstract glass shapes in assorted cathedral colors and white opal. What creative decorative uses for them can you think up? Approx. 125 pcs./pkg.

#MS273 .................. 7.95 ............. 6.95 (6/Ea.)

**Frosted Beach Glass**

Recycled tumbled bottle glass has the soft translucent finish of glass tossed in the surf! Dozens of uses in mosaics, fountains, jewelry, vases, and as perfumed potpourri. Sold in one pound assortments of blues, greens, frosted clears and other colors. Random flat and chunky pieces 1⁄4” to 2” – just as you’d find them at the beach.

#BEACH.......................................................... 4.95/lb. 42.20 (10/lbs.)

**3/4” Mosaic Tile Assortment!**

A big three pound random assortment of 3/4” square glass tiles for all your mosaic projects! Approx. 450 tiles!

#MT334 .......................................................... 14.95

**Super 3/4” Mosaic Tile Assortment!**

1/4 sheet (56 tiles) each of 25 colors. 9 pound assortment of 1,400 tiles with over 6.5 sq. ft. of total coverage!

#MTA25 .......................................................... 39.95

**Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply**

**Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552**